IMPORTANT:
Do not allow 4258 Gloss Black to dry in your equipment, after spraying clean your gear straight
away with 4012 High Performance Reducer
*4104 Quicksilver Chrome: available now
*Apply over 4258 Gloss Black or a very gloss black surface
*Mix 1:1 candy2o, and add to this mix new 4040 to create an anodized colour
*A little goes a very long way, apply 4104 Quicksilver Chrome in very sparing amounts.
*4258 Auto Air Gloss Black:
*Apply as base for 4104 Quicksilver Chrome
*Do not reduce, apply straight from bottle
About & How To:
*4104 Quicksilver Chrome is 100% T6 Aircraft Grade 60-61 micro fine aluminium that is made from
an revolutionary water-borne base, this 100% aluminium has no fillers which equates to longevity in
a prime state.
*Unlike competitors solvent chromes you are able to tape directly to cured chrome, which as a guide
only depending on conditions is approx 3hrs after application, preliminary results also show the
reflective properties of the chrome un-cleared is able to be handled and resistant to damage after
cured, if the surface sustains damage without clearcoat simply blend in a light coat for a seamless fix,
perfect for displays and film props.
*Quicksilver Chrome being made from water-borne technology has many advantages, after cleared
with two pack clear the chrome does not dull due to the different curing process to solvents, no rewetting of the chrome surface is the key.
Application:
*Apply Auto-Air Colors 4258 single stage gloss black with no reducer or additives, straight from the
bottle direct to prepped surface, allow 30minutes for the gloss black to cure in normal working
conditions set by manufacture, see application guide.
Apply 4104 Quicksilver Chrome in light coats for best results
May also apply Quicksilver Chrome directly to any solvent two pack clear coat with black base after
the two pack clear has properly cured all solvents.
Application:
*After applying Quicksilver Chrome for custom effect apply any Auto-Air Colors Candy 2o true candy
dyes, a couple of coats gives a reflective colour shimmer, a custom chrome effect.
Candy 2o has 17 colours available, view candy products for mixing ratios.
* To achieve 17 anodised chrome effects follow the below mixing ratios.
Mix:
1 prt 4104 Quicksilver Chrome
1 prt Auto-Air Colors Candy 2o True Candy Dye
1prt 4040 Bleed Checker
( note, use no reducer or 4030 in this mix)

